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Offer more accurate search results, easier borrowing,  
and enhanced discovery pathways with the most  
mobile-friendly online discovery layer on the market.

Designed for Endless Discovery
BiblioCore transforms your online catalog beyond an 
essential inventory system to an experience designed 
to drive discovery and engagement. Provide seamless 
digital content borrowing right from the catalog. 
Automatically feature available read-alikes when 
all copies are in use, and display ratings and reviews 
from millions of BiblioCore users.

Visual and User Friendly
Dynamic title record pages feature beautiful cover 
art, about info, opinions from the community, 
explore further and staff list recommendations, all 
the collection formats, and availability information. 
Users can place holds or save titles for later from 
the title record page.

Human-Centered Design
Accessibility within BiblioCore has one goal: to make 
the online library catalog as accessible to as many 
patrons as possible. Screen reader capabilities, 
grouped search, text resizing—and more—ensures 
every patron can browse the catalog and find what 
they need with ease.

Best-in-Class Search Relevance
Consistently deliver relevant and accurate search 
results with BiblioCore’s best-in-class search 
relevancy. Sophisticated facets and a FRBRised 
grouped results display makes it easier for users to 
find what they’re looking for.
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A Spotlight on Readers’ Advisory
BiblioCore’s enhanced Readers’ Advisory features—
from staff-created lists to recommended “while 
you wait” titles—ensure every patron leaves the 
online library with a new favorite.

Visual Merchandising of Resources
Share and promote resources such as reading 
lists, blog posts, programs, and events within 
the catalog’s search results to keep patrons 
informed, entertained, and engaged.

Many Libraries, One Community
Unlike any other discovery layer on the market, 
community-contributed content such as reviews 
and lists are shared across all BiblioCore libraries, 
creating a robust engaged online community of 
library lovers.

Vendor Agnostic Integrations
BiblioCore intelligently integrates the products 
and services public libraries subscribe to. 
Supported ILSs include Innovative Interfaces’ 
Polaris and Sierra, SirsiDynix Horizon and 
Symphony, TLC CARL•X, and Evergreen. eContent 
vendors include bibliotheca cloudLibrary, Baker & 
Taylor Axis360, Hoopla, and OverDrive. Content 
enrichment integrations include Content Café, 
Lexile, LibraryThing for Libraries, NoveList, 
Syndetics, StackMap, and Zola Books.

There’s Even More to Love
Add BiblioCore enhancements that take the 
discovery layer to the next level.

BiblioCore Languages

Provide a catalog as diverse as your com-
munity. BiblioCore is available in 10 different 
languages, including Spanish, Chinese, and 
Filipino. Professional in-country translators 
interpret the interface and online help.

BiblioCloudRecords

Minimize effort and maximize the 
impact of your digital collections. With 
BiblioCloudRecords for OverDrive and hoopla, 
library staff don’t have to create, manage, or 
maintain MARC records in the ILS for titles 
to be discoverable in the catalog.

BiblioSuggest

Emphasize community-driven collection 
development that’s efficient and equitable. 
BiblioSuggest offers easy-to-use tools for 
patrons and staff to create and manage sug-
gested titles right in the BiblioCore catalog.

BiblioFines

Make it easy for patrons to pay fines and 
fees directly from BiblioCore. With PayPal 
Checkout, BiblioFines provides a PCI-
compliant payment integration with your ILS.

Provide patrons an online public library discovery experience unlike any 
other and save staff time by automating much of the work needed to 
feature new titles, awards, and bestsellers!
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